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Abstract. In the crossing schedule optimization problem we are given
an initial set of parental genotypes and a desired genotype, the ideotype.
The task is to schedule crossings of individuals such that the number of
generations, the number of crossings, and the required populations size
are minimized. We present for the first time a mathematical model for
the general problem variant and show that the problem is N P-hard and
even hard to approximate. On the positive side, we present a mixed integer programming formulation that exploits the intrinsic combinatorial
structure of the problem. We are able to solve a real-world instance to
provable optimality in less than 2 seconds, which was not possible with
earlier methods.

1

Introduction

Plant breeding is the practice of creating improved varieties of cultivated crops
with for instance a higher yield, better appearance or enhanced disease resistance
[2]. Up to recently, selection of favorable traits has been solely on the basis of
observable phenotype [4]. With the availability of genetic maps, containing the
exact locations on the genome of genetic markers associated with desirable traits,
selection at the genotypic level has become possible [8]. This knowledge allows to
design a schedule of crossings of individuals resulting ultimately in an individual
with all alleles corresponding to desired favorable traits present. In the plant
breeding literature this process is called marker-assisted gene-pyramiding and
the resulting plan a gene-pyramiding scheme or a crossing schedule [3, 10, 14].
In this work we consider a mathematical programming approach to the problem
that asks to identify given (1) a genetic map, (2) an initial set of parental genotypes and (3) the desired genotype—the so called ideotype—a crossing schedule
that results most cost-eﬃciently in the ideotype with respect to the following
three criteria. Firstly, it takes time for the progeny to mature such that a next
crossing can be performed. So the number of generations is a measure on the
time it takes to execute the crossing schedule. Secondly, every crossing between
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two individual plants requires an eﬀort from the breeder, e.g. plants have to be
treated such that they ﬂower at the same time. So typically the number of crossings is also to be minimized. Thirdly, in order to obtain the genotypes required
by the schedule, for every crossing a speciﬁc number of oﬀspring need to be
generated among which the desired genotype is expected to be present. Simply
speaking, the more diﬃcult it is to obtain the desired genotype out of its parental
genotypes, the larger the required number of oﬀspring will be. Since every individual in the oﬀspring has to be screened for having the desired genotype, the
total population size is also to be minimized.
Related work. Most work on gene pyramiding lacks a formal framework; instead only an overview of guidelines and rules of thumb is given [6, 14]. A notable
exception, however, is the work by Servin et al. [10] who were the ﬁrst to introduce a special case of the problem considered in this paper in a formal way.
The authors show how to make use of the genetic map in determining the population sizes needed for all crossings. Contrary to our formulation, they allow a
genotype to only participate in one crossing. In addition, very restrictive assumptions about the genotypes of the initial parents were made. These restrictions
allowed the authors to exhaustively enumerate all crossing schedules and compare them in terms of population size needed. By introducing a heuristic, which
partially alleviates the restriction on re-use of genotypes, the authors could compute smaller population sizes for the instances considered. Later papers by Ishii
and Yonezawa [6] assume that target genes are always unlinked, which imposes
a lower bound on the genetic distance of pairs of target genes. Similar to our
work, in [6] the number of generations, number of crossings and the total population size are identiﬁed as important attributes. An experimental evaluation is
performed on manually obtained crossing schedules having diﬀerent topologies
for a ﬁxed number of parents.
Our contribution. In this work we lift the restrictions imposed by Servin et al.
and consider a more general variant of the problem where genotypes are allowed
to be re-used and no assumption about the initial parental genotypes is made.
For the ﬁrst time we formulate a mathematical model of the general problem.
We show NP-hardness using an approximation-factor preserving reduction from
an inapproximability result follows. We introduce a mixed integer linear program
(MIP) formulation which exploits various aspects of the inherent combinatorial
structure of the problem and which approximates the non-linear objective by a
piecewise linear curve. Finally, we show that our approach is capable of solving
real-world instances to provable optimality within a precise mathematical model,
which was not possible with earlier methods. The rest of the paper is organized
as follows. We start by formally deﬁning the problem and showing hardness of
the problem. In Section 3 we introduce our method and state a MIP formulation.
An experimental evaluation on a real-word instance and on randomly generated
instances is presented in Section 4. We conclude with a discussion on our results
in Section 5. Due to the lack of space, we omit the proofs of the given lemmas.
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Problem Definition and Complexity

A genotype C is a 2 × m matrix whose elements are called alleles. The two rows,
C1,· and C2,· , are called the lower and upper chromosome, respectively. Each
column in C corresponds to a locus. So at a locus p two alleles are present, which
we denote by c1,p and c2,p . A locus is said to be homozygous if its two alleles are
identical, otherwise it is heterozygous. Likewise, a genotype is homozygous if all
its loci are homozygous, otherwise the genotype is said to be heterozygous. The
desired genotype is called the ideotype, which we denote by C ∗ . In plant breeding
often pure lines are desired, as they allow for instance for the production of F1
hybrids [2]. Therefore for the remainder of the paper we assume the ideotype to
be homozygous. In this case, actual alleles can be classiﬁed as being present in
the ideotype or not. Hence, the alleles in any genotype C are binary.
We represent a crossing schedule as a connected directed acyclic graph (DAG)
whose nodes are labeled by genotypes. Speciﬁcally, the source nodes correspond
to the initial parental genotypes. A non-source node, which we refer to as an
inner node, corresponds to a crossing. The single target node is labeled by the
ideotype. The arcs are directed towards the ideotype and relate a parent with
its child. Since a genotype is obtained from two parents, the in-degree of an
inner node is exactly 2. The two parents of a node need not be distinct. We say
that a genotype is obtained via selfing if its two parents are identical. From the
topology of a crossing schedule the number of generations and the number of
crossings can be inferred. The number of generations is the length of the longest
path from a source node to the target node. On the other hand, the number
of crossings corresponds to the number of inner nodes. In Figure 1 an example
crossing schedule is given.
The third attribute of a crossing schedule, the total population size, is the sum
of the population sizes implied by the crossings represented by inner nodes. Let
C be the genotype of an inner node and let D and E be the genotypes of the
two parents of C. Later, we will show what the probability Pr[ D, E → C ] of
obtaining C out of D and E is. For now we denote this probability with ρ. The
population size N (ρ, γ) corresponding to ρ is the number of oﬀspring one needs
to generate in order to ﬁnd with a given probability of success γ an individual
with genotype C among the oﬀspring. Since ρ is the probability of success in a
Bernoulli trial, the probability that none of the N (ρ, γ) oﬀspring have genotype
C is (1 − ρ)N (ρ,γ) = 1 − γ. Therefore we have that
N (ρ, γ) =

log(1 − γ)
.
log(1 − ρ)

(1)

As also remarked in [10], it is sensible to have an upper bound on every population size in the schedule, as depending on the plant species only a limited
number of oﬀspring can be generated. For that purpose we deﬁne Nmax to be
the maximal population size to which every crossing in a crossing schedule has
to adhere.
In diploid organisms, the genotype of a zygote is obtained by the fusion of two
haploid gametes originating from one parent each. So one of the chromosomes of
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the resulting genotype C, say C1,· , corresponds to a gamete given rise to by D
and the other chromosome corresponds to a gamete produced by E. A gamete
is the result of a biological process called meiosis where in pairs of homologous
chromosomes crossover events may occur. In our setting, this means that an
allele c1,p corresponds to either d1,p or d2,p (where 1 ≤ p ≤ m). In case a pair
of alleles at loci p and q of C1,· do not correspond to the same chromosome of
D, we say that a crossover has occurred between loci p and q (see Figure 1).
From the genetic map, the probability of having a crossover between any pair
of loci can be inferred using for instance Haldane’s mapping function [5]. Let R
be a m × m matrix containing all crossover probabilities. Due to the nature of
meiosis, we have that rp,q ≤ 0.5 for 1 ≤ p < q ≤ m. Let s = (ν(1), . . . , ν(k)) be
an ordered sequence of heterozygous loci in D. The probability of obtaining C1,·
out of D, i.e. Pr[ D → C1,· ], is then as follows [10]. If there is an allele in C1,·
that does not occur in D at the same locus then Pr[ D → C1,· ] = 0. Otherwise,
if s is empty then Pr[ D → C1,· ] = 1. Otherwise
⎧
⎪
if c1,ν(i) = d1,ν(i) ∧ c1,ν(i+1) = d2,ν(i+1)
k−1
⎨rν(i),ν(i+1)

1
Pr[ D → C1,· ] =
or c1,ν(i) = d2,ν(i) ∧ c1,ν(i+1) = d1,ν(i+1) (2)
2 i=1 ⎪
⎩
1 − rν(i),ν(i+1) otherwise.
We can now compute Pr[ D, E → C ] using the following lemma.
Lemma 1. The probability of obtaining C out of genotypes D and E is
⎧
⎪
if C1,· = C2,·
⎨ Pr[ D → C1,· ] · Pr[ E → C2,· ]
Pr[ D, E → C ] = Pr[ D → C1,· ] · Pr[ E → C2,· ]
⎪
if C1,· = C2,·
⎩
+ Pr[ E → C1,· ] · Pr[ D → C2,· ]

(3)

A common way to deal with multiple objectives is to consider a convex combination of the objective criteria involved [12]. Given a crossing schedule, let crs, gen
and pop denote the number of crossings, number of generations and the total
population size, respectively. For λcrs , λgen , λpop ≥ 0 and λcrs + λgen + λpop = 1,
the cost of that crossing schedule is given by the convex combination λcrs · crs +
λgen · gen + λpop · pop.
Problem 1 ( CrossingSchedule). Given P = {C 1 , . . . , C n }, the set of parental
genotypes we start with, the homozygous ideotype C ∗ ∈ P, the recombination
matrix R, the desired probability of success γ ∈ (0, 1), the maximal population
size Nmax ∈ N allowed per crossing, and a vector λ of the cost eﬃcients, problem
CrossingSchedule asks for a crossing schedule of minimum cost.
We propose a polynomial-time reduction from the decision problem SetCover
[7]: the loci correspond to the elements in the universe and the initial set of
parents to the family of subsets. The ﬁrst chromosome of a parent C i has a 1 at
locus p if p is contained in the corresponding subset. The second chromosomes of
all parental genotypes consists of only zeros. The ideotype has 1 alleles at every
locus. In the cost function we only consider the number of crossings, i.e. λcrs = 1
and λgen = λpop = 0.
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Theorem 1. CrossingSchedule is NP-hard.
Due to the approximation-factor preserving reduction, the inapproximability
result for SetCover [9] carries over:
Theorem 2. Approximating CrossingSchedule within O(log n) is NP-hard.

3

Method

After exploring the combinatorial structure of the problem, we present an algorithm in which iteratively an MIP is solved. Details on the MIP formulation are
given in Section 3.1.
Since we are considering homozygous ideotypes, we can assume without loss
of generality that C ∗ has only 1-alleles and derive a lower bound based on the
minimum set cover as follows. The universe corresponds to the loci, i.e. U =
{1, . . . , m}, and the subsets S = {S1 , . . . , Sn } correspond to P = {C 1 , . . . , C n }.
We deﬁne p ∈ Si if either ci1,p = 1 or ci2,p = 1 where 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ p ≤ m.
The following lemma now follows.
Lemma 2. The cardinality of a minimum set cover is a lower bound on the
number of crossings of any feasible crossing schedule
Computing the minimum set cover is NP-hard. However, since in our experiments
the number of loci and parents are relatively small, we are able to obtain the
lower bound by solving a corresponding ILP [13] in a fraction of a second.
A lower bound on the population size can be obtained when considering the
set L of all pairs of consecutive loci for which there are no genotypes in P
containing 1-alleles at the respective loci on the same chromosome:
Lemma 3. The following is a lower bound on the total population size.

N (rp,p+1 , γ)
LB pop =

(4)

(p,p+1)∈L

Using (3) one can show that there is an optimal crossing schedules where homozygous genotypes are obtained via selﬁngs.
Lemma 4. There is an optimal schedule in which the (inner) homozygous genotypes are obtained via selfings.
Finally, parental genotypes that contain a 1-allele at a locus at which all other
parental genotypes contain all 0 have to be used by any feasible schedule. To
reduce the search space explored by the MIP solver we ﬁx these compulsory
parental genotypes to be contained in any solution.
We present a MIP formulation for the problem variant where the number of
crossings and the number of generations is ﬁxed to F , respectively G. The reason
for this is to be able to introduce cuts that ensure monotonically better solutions.
In order to solve a problem instance, we iteratively consider combinations of
(F, G) starting from F = LB crs and G = 1+log2 F . In addition we enforce that
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the objective value of any feasible solution must be better than the currently best
one. We do this by computing an upper bound UB pop on the total population
size, based on the best objective value found so far and the current values of
(F, G) (see Algorithm 1, line 4). If at some point, say (F  , G ), LB pop ≥ UB pop
then we know that none of the combinations of F  ≥ F  , G ≥ G will lead to
a better solution. Therefore if G = 1 + log2 F  and LB pop ≥ UB pop , we have
found the optimal solution (see Algorithm 1, line 7). To guarantee termination
for the case where λcrs = λgen = 0, we stop incrementing F as soon as it reaches
a pre-speciﬁed parameter UB crs . Similarly, UB gen is a pre-speciﬁed parameter
bounding G. In Algorithm 1 the pseudo code is given.

Algorithm 1. OptCrossingSchedule(UB crs , UB gen )

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

3.1

Input: UB crs and UB gen are the maximum number of crossings and
generations considered.
OPT ← ∞
for F ← LB crs to UB crs do
for G ← 1 + log2 F  to min(F, UB gen ) do
1
UB pop ← λpop
(OPT − F · λcrs − G · λgen )

if LB pop < UB pop then OPT ← min(OPT, MIP(F, G, UB pop ))
else UB gen ← G − 1
if UB gen ≤ 1 + log 2 F  then return OPT
return OPT

MIP Formulation

Given an instance to CrossingSchedule with initial parental genotypes P =
{C 1 , . . . , C n }, a feasible solution with G generations and F crossings can be
characterized by the following ﬁve conditions: (i) The topology of the schedule
is represented by a DAG with n source nodes s1 , . . . , sn , one target node t, and
F − 1 additional nodes, where every non-source node has in-degree two. Parallel
arcs are allowed and represent selﬁngs. (ii) The longest path from a source node
to the target node has length G. (iii) The alleles of each non-source node are
derived from either the upper or lower chromosome of the node’s respective
predecessors. (iv) The genotype of a source node si is C i , the genotype of t is
C ∗ . (v) The probability of obtaining the genotype of an inner node v is at least
1
1−(1−γ) Nmax such that its corresponding population size is at most Nmax . In the
following we show how these conditions can be formulated as linear constraints.
Throughout our formulation, we let L := F + n be the total number of nodes.
Dummies 1 ≤ i, j ≤ L correspond to genotypes, loci are indexed by 1 ≤ p, q ≤ m
and chromosomes are referred to by 1 ≤ k, l ≤ 2L. In the remainder of the paper
we will omit the linearization of products of binary variables. Unless otherwise
stated, we applied a standard transformation [1]. Similarly, we omit the details
of the implementation of absolute diﬀerences of binary variables.
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Feasibility constraints. The ﬁrst set of constraints encodes the structure of
the underlying DAG D = (V, A). We assume a numbering of the vertices according to their topological order. In particular, arcs always go from vertices
j < i to a vertex i, i, j ∈ V . Based on the node numbering, the lower and upper
chromosomes of a node i ∈ V are respectively 2i − 1 and 2i. For convenience
we introduce a mapping function δ(k) that returns the node a chromosome k
corresponds to. Then binary variables xk,i ∈ {0, 1}, 2n < k ≤ 2L, i < δ(k),
denote whether chromosome k originates from genotype i, that is, they indicate
an arc (i, δ(k)). Since a chromosome originates from exactly one genotype, we
have


δ(k)−1

2n < k ≤ 2L

xk,j = 1

(5)

j=1

We capture the second condition by ﬁxing a path of length G using the x variables
and by restricting the depth of all remaining nodes, represented by additional
integer variables, to be at most G−1. To model the third condition, we introduce
binary variables ak,p , 1 ≤ k ≤ 2L, 1 ≤ p ≤ m, which indicate the allele at locus p
of chromosome k. Note that for chromosomes k corresponding to initial parental
genotypes, ak,p , 1 ≤ p ≤ m, is a constant rather than a variable. In addition to
knowing from which genotype a chromosome originates, we also need to know
from which of the two chromosomes of that parental genotype an allele comes.
Therefore we deﬁne binary variable yk,p , 2n < k ≤ 2L, 1 ≤ p ≤ m, to be 1
if the allele at locus p of chromosome k comes from the lower chromosome of
its originating genotype; conversely yk,p is 0 if the allele originates from the
upper chromosome. Now we can relate alleles to originating chromosomes. We
do this by introducing binary variables gk,p,l , for 2n < k ≤ 2L, 1 ≤ p ≤ m, and
1 ≤ l < 2δ(k) − 1. We deﬁne gk,p,l = 1 if and only if the allele at locus p of
chromosome k originates from chromosome l and has value 1. This is established
through constraints
gk,p,2i − a2i,p · xk,i · (1 − yk,p ) = 0
gk,p,2i−1 − a2i−1,p · xk,i · yk,p = 0

2n < k ≤ 2L, 1 ≤ p ≤ m, i < δ(k)
2n < k ≤ 2L, 1 ≤ p ≤ m, i < δ(k)

(6)
(7)

Finally, an allele is 1 if and only if it originates from exactly one 1-allele:


δ(k)−1

ak,p −

(gk,p,2i−1 + gk,p,2i ) = 0

2n < k ≤ 2L, 1 ≤ p ≤ m

(8)

i=1

The fourth property can be ensured by simply forcing the variables representing
the alleles of the parental genotypes and the alleles of the desired ideotype to
the actual value of the respective allele. Thus for the parental genotypes we have
a2i−1,p = ci1,p and a2i,p = ci2,p for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ p ≤ m and for the ideotype
a2L−1,p = a2L,p = c∗1,p for 1 ≤ p ≤ m. The ﬁfth property is enforced implicitly
by the objective function.
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Objective function. The probability of a given genotype i giving rise to a
speciﬁc chromosome k determines the required population size (see (1)). This
probability in turn depends on the exact set of crossovers necessary to generate
chromosome k and on the sequence s of heterozygous loci (see (2)). Binary
variable ãi,p = 1 if and only if locus p of genotype i is heterozygous: ãi,p =
|a2i−1,p − a2i,p | for 1 ≤ i ≤ L, 1 ≤ p ≤ m. Now a genotype i is heterozygous,
indicated by hi = 1, if at least one of its loci is heterozygous: hi ≥ ãi,p for
1 ≤ i ≤ L, 1 ≤ p ≤ m. It is ensured that hi = 0 whenever ãi,p = 0, ∀1 ≤
p ≤ m, as hi = 1 would increase the required population size. The distinction
between the two diﬀerent cases in (2) is based on crossover events between two
successive heterozygous loci, i.e. ν(i) and ν(i + 1). We capture the sequence s of
heterozygous loci used in (2) by binary variables bi,p,q , which indicate a maximal
block of homozygous loci between heterozygous loci p and q in genotype i:
bi,p,q = ãi,p · ãi,q ·

q−1


(1 − ãi,r )

1 ≤ i ≤ L, 1 ≤ p < q ≤ m

(9)

r=p+1

To formulate the probability given in (2), let ξkj denote the event of obtaining
a chromosome k from a genotype j. Using variables h, b, and z, we can express
Pr[ ξkj ] such that in the heterozygous case every maximal homozygous block
contributes rp,q if it contains at least one crossover, and (1 − rp,q ) otherwise.
Finally, if j1 and j2 are the two parental genotypes of chromosomes k1 and
k2 forming genotype i, we compute in variable z̄i the log probability of event
ξkj11 ∩ ξkj22 as ln(Pr[ ξkj11 ]) + ln(Pr[ ξkj22 ]). For that we have to sum over all possible
j < i to identify j1 and j2 :

m−1
m
 
 
1
z̄i =
xkl ,j hj ln( ) +
bj,p,q ln(1 − rp,q )
2
p=1 q=p+1
j<i l∈{1,2}
(10)
q
m−1
m
 

rp,q
+
bj,p,q · ln(
) · |yk,r − yk,r−1 |
1 − rp,q
p=1 q=p+1 r=p+1
Notice that we neglect the possibility that the two chromosomes k1 and k2 may
swap their originating genotypes as accounted for in the second case of equation
(3) and we therefore might overestimate the population size. We will discuss this
simpliﬁcation in Section 5. Finally, we develop an approximation of the nonlinear
function N (ρ, γ) deﬁning the required population size so that LP techniques can
be utilized. More precisely, we reduce N (ρ, γ) to a separable form [12] that
depends only on a single decision variable and approximate it according to the
λ-method [12] by a piecewise-linear curve speciﬁed by the points (aj , N (eaj , γ))
for j = 1, . . . ,  + 1. We replace the populations size N (ez̄i , γ) for each crossing i
in the objective function by a convex combination of the respective breakpoint
L
+1 i
aj
scores to derive λpop ·
i=n+1
j=1 λj · N (e , γ) + λgen · G + λcrs · F.
Additional cuts. We consider three additional cuts. The ﬁrst one is due to
Lemma 4. The following constraints enforce that a homozygous genotype re-
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sults via selﬁng: |x2i−1,j − x2i,j | ≤ hj for n < i ≤ L, 1 ≤ j < i. In addition, the lower and upper bound on the population size correspond to LB pop ≤
L
+1 i
aj
i=n+1
j=1 λj · N (e , γ) ≤ UB pop for n < i ≤ L. For the sake of simplicity we omit the additional constraints required to enforce compulsory parental
genotypes to be contained in the solution. To come back to condition ﬁve of our
characterization of feasible solutions in the beginning of this section, we simply
1
set a1 = log(1 − (1 − γ) Nmax ). Then any z̄i < a1 implying a population size
larger than Nmax cannot be expressed as a convex combination of break points
aj , j = 1, . . . ,  + 1, and hence any feasible solution must satisfy the bound on
the population size. In total, our MIP formulation comprises O(L(Lm2 + ))
many variables and O(L2 m) constraints.

4

Experimental Results

We have implemented OptCrossingSchedule in C++ using CPLEX 12.21
(default settings) with Concert Technology. We ran the experiments on a compute cluster with 2.26 GHz processors with 24 GB of RAM, running 64 bit
Linux. We applied a time limit of 10 hours. Computations exceeding this limit
were aborted. As mentioned earlier, there exist no previous methods for the
general problem formulation we are considering. However, our problem formulation subsumes the one given by Servin et al., therefore we consider the same
instances as well. In addition, we study a real-world instance. We conclude by
evaluating our method on automatically generated instances. Throughout this
section, the term ‘provably optimal solution’ indicates that the objective value
of any feasible solution with respect to the piecewise-linear approximation and
the simpliﬁcation of (3) is at most the objective value of the obtained solution.
Instances by Servin et al. As opposed to our setting, in [10] a crossing schedule is required to be a tree. In addition, the number of initial parental genotypes
P = {C 0 , C 1 , . . . , C m } is one more than the number of loci m. Parental genotypes are assumed to be homozygous. More speciﬁcally, C 0 consists of only
0-alleles, whereas for a genotype C i , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, the only 1-alleles are present at
locus i. The ideotype is comprised entirely of 1-alleles and only the population
size is considered, i.e. λpop = 1, λgen = λcrs = 0. The desired probability of
success is γ = 0.999 and the genetic distance between pairs of consecutive loci is
20 centimorgans (cM). By including constraints forcing a crossing schedule to be
a tree (i.e. the out-degree of a node is forced to be 1), we were obtained the same
optimal results (see Table 1). Servin et al. realize that better crossing schedules
can be obtained when dropping the tree restriction. Rather than considering
general DAGs, the authors consider a heuristic (PWC2) that transforms every
enumerated tree into a DAG with smaller total population size. As opposed to
the tree case, our method does not guarantee the solutions found in the DAG
case to be optimal. This is because the objective function does neither include
the number of crossings nor the number of generations. In addition, we put a
1
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Table 1. Results for instances by Servin et al. First column are the results on the tree
cases (as obtained by Servin et al’s method and our MIP), second column corresponds
to PWC2 heuristic and the last column to our MIP for DAGs.
#loci
4
5
6
7
8

tree
pop crs
374 5
551 6
770 7
1046 8
1394 9

gen
5
6
7
8
9

PWC2
pop crs gen
359 7 5
516 8 6
691 9 6
890 13 7
1147 15 7

MIP
pop crs gen
350 5 5
482 9 8
624 9 7
901 10 9
1329 10 10

time limit of 10 hours in place. In Table 1 we can see that we obtain better
solutions w.r.t. the population size for the instances up to six loci. Due to the
time limit, the best feasible solutions found for the instances with 7 and 8 loci
are worse than the ones computed by Servin et al. Since PWC2 solutions are also
feasible to our general model, a higher time limit would result in solutions that
are at least as good as Servin’s. We expect our approach to be less competitive
with PWC2 on larger instances of this speciﬁc class. This comes at no surprise
since PWC2 is speciﬁcally tailored toward these restricted instances.
Real-world instance. We consider a real-world case that deals with a disease
in pepper called powdery mildew. This disease is caused by the fungus Leveillula Taurica. In severe cases of the disease the infected pepper plant may lose a
signiﬁcant amount of its leaves, which in turn results in crop loss. The fungus is
resistant to fungicides, so host-plant resistance is desired. There is a wild-type
pepper line that is resistant to the fungus. For this wild-type, three dominant
quantitative trait loci (QTLs), numbered 1,2 and 3, that explain the resistance
have been identiﬁed [11]. In addition to resistance, we also look at pungency,
which is a dominant monogenic trait whose locus we assign number 4. The pungency gene is closely linked with one of the resistance QTLs, say the one of locus
3, with a genetic distance of 0.01 cM, i.e. r3,4 = 0.01 [5]. The resistant line is
pungent. On the other hand, the elite line used for production is sweet but susceptible to the disease. Both lines are pure lines, i.e. they are homozygous at all loci.
The goal now is to come up with a crossing schedule that results in a homozygous individual that is both resistant and sweet. We do this by using
 01-alleles

1 1 1 0
0 0 1
to indicate desired alleles. Therefore
the
parent
set
is
P
=
,
1 1 1 0 , 0 0 0 1

and the ideotype is C ∗ = 11 11 11 11 . Unlinked loci by deﬁnition have a crossover
probability of 1/2. So except for r3,4 , rp,q = 1/2 for all 1 ≤ p < q ≤ 4. We set
Nmax = 5000 and γ = 0.95. Setting λpop = 1/201, λgen = λcrs = 100/201 is a
good trade oﬀ between the three criteria. In a practical setting, the λ-s are to
be chosen such that they reﬂect the actual costs. Since there is a cost associated
with the number of crossings and the number of generations, we are able to
obtain a provably optimal solution in 1.5 seconds which is depicted (right) in
Figure 1. It is important to note that this problem instance cannot be expressed
in the restricted framework of Servin et al.[10]: treating the resistance loci as a
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1 1 1 0
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1 1 1 0

0 0 0 1
1
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1
0 0 0 1
1 1 1 0
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0 0 0 1
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1 1 1 0
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1 1 1 0

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

11 11

11 11

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

Fig. 1. Crossing schedules for the pepper instance. Inner nodes are obtained via crossings requiring a population size shown on the arcs, in both schedules the final crossing
is a selfing. Chromosomes of an inner node are obtained via crossovers in their parents. Left: F = 3, G = 3, pop = 2408 and obj = 14.69. Right: provably optimal, F = 4,
G = 4, pop = 633 and obj = 7.13.

single locus does not result in the best crossing schedule (see left of Figure 1),
as the second genotype is obtained via a crossover between the second and third
locus. To the best of our knowledge, such a real-world instance is solved for the
ﬁrst time to provable optimality within a precise mathematical model.
Generated instances. We generate random instances on which we evaluate
the performance of our method. The instances either have 5 or 10 parents and
concern 4-8 loci. The number of correct alleles per parental genotype aﬀects the
diﬃculty of the instances, we vary this number depending on the number of loci.
feasible

optimal

unsolved

30000

running time (s)
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DAG
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25000
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treeDAG
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treeDAG
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treeDAG
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treeDAG
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treeDAG
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1.03
15000
1.02
10000
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5
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0

obj. val. ratio
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4
8

5

6

7

8

1

Fig. 2. Results for generated instances. Left: optimality of solutions. Right: running
times; instances exceeding the time limit were not considered, objective value ratio
(right y-axis).
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In total 140 instances are generated, among which 20 concern instances of 4 loci;
the classes of 5-8 loci are comprised by 30 instances each. We run both the DAG
and the tree version of the MIP on all instances. For the DAG case, we were able
to obtain solutions to 128 instances compared to 119 instances (see Figure 2)
for the tree version. Among the unsolved instances for the tree case, there are
also instances that are infeasible due to the value of Nmax which requires re-use
of genotypes. The number of instances that were solved to provable optimality
in the DAG case is 58; for the tree case this number is 89. DAGs provide a
gain in solution quality of up to 5% on average compared to the tree. Note that
none of the instances is of the nature that is captured by Servin’s model. Not
surprisingly, trees are easier to solve.

5

Conclusion

For the ﬁrst time we have described a mathematical model capturing the problem
of marker-assisted gene pyramiding to its full extent. We show that our approach
is capable of solving a real-world instance and generated instances, often to
provable optimality. As mentioned earlier, our method is not exact due to (i)
the piecewise-linear approximation of the population size function and (ii) a
simpliﬁcation in (10) of neglecting the possibility that the two chromosomes
may swap their originating genotypes. However, in our experiments we have not
observed any crossing where this could have happened. The NP-hardness proof
involves only the number of crossings; as for the number of generations, the
same reduction can be applied. The hardness with respect to the population size
remains open. Possible extensions to our problem deﬁnition include considering
heterozygous ideotypes. This requires an extension to tertiary alleles. Another
extension would be to consider so called ‘don’t care’ alleles, which are alleles
that are not preserved due to crossover events, and as such do not need to be
considered in the probability function.
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